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There is a strong feeling among many researchers that certain physical phenomena are fractal in
nature. The difficulty, in any given case, is to make precise what one means when one says that
something is fractal. An example might help. The Cantor middle third set, discussed in detail here,
is a fractal in the sense that its Hausdor6'(now often called the fractal) dimension is between zero
and 1; is it ln2/ln3, in fact. Now the spectral lines of the hydrogen atom seem to be fractal also, just
from a casual observation of the self-similar nature of the various series. They certainly do not have
all the properties of the Cantor set and so, we may well ask, in what sense are they fractal? The pur-
pose of this paper is to give one answer to this question.
I. INTRODUCTION
The notion of self-similarity is fundamental to any dis-
cussion of fractals. Our first task is to generalize a
theorem of Paul Levy' to obtain a result which enables us
to find sets of self-similarity for any continuous function.
Levy's result is a little bit subtle and so we start with an
example which may help clarify its meaning.
Choose any number p E (0, 1) such
p (ie [ 1 ln ~ n =2, 3, . . . ]. Having done that let us set
f(x) =sin (trx lp )—x sin (n. /p) .
This function is continuous on [0,1] and, clearly,
f(0)=f(1). Note, however, that the function has no
horizontal chord of length p, for if f (x+p)=f(x) for
some x E [0, 1), then —p sin (alp ) =0, which is impossi-
ble for p 6 [1/n ~n =2, 3, . . . I.
Theorem I (Paul Levy) Let f b.e continuous on [a,b]
and suppose that f (a)=f (b). Then for each
n =2, 3, . . . ,f (x} has a horizontal chord of length
(b a) ln, i.e., t—here are numbers a„,b„ in [a,b] such thatf(a„)=f(b„) and b„—a„=(b a) In f—or each
n =2)3). . . .
The reader will recall that Rolle's theorem (Ref. 2, p.
209) states that if f is continuous on [a,b], differentiable
on (a, b}, and satisfies f (a}=f(b), then f has a horizon-
tal tangent at some point of this interval. Levy's result is
a generalization of this. One can remove the restriction
on Rolle's theorem and thereby obtain the more flexible
mean value theorem: If f is continuous on [a,b] and




i.e., at some point the tangent line to f (x) is parallel to
the line joining the end points (a,f (a) ) and (b,f(b) }. In
an entirely analogous way we can generalize Levy's
theorem to obtain the following.
Theorem 2. Let f be continuous on [a,b], then there is
a sequence t2, t3, . . . , in [a,b], such that (i)
f(t„+(b —a) In ) f(t„)—
b —a (b a)ln—
for every n =2, 3, . . . , or (ii}
f (b) —f (a)=n t f(t„+(b a)ln—) f(t„)), —
for every n =2, 3, . . . .
Formulation (i) shows that we can think of
[t„,t„+(b —a)ln] as an interval of self-similarity of f.
This suggests that many functions have a whole class of
fractal sets associated with them. In order to present the
process we have in mind for constructing these fractals,
we shall work with the specific function f (x)'=x . This
will enable us to avoid needless notational complications.
Perhaps we should mention that many of the striking ex-
amples of planar fractals involve the simple complex-
valued function f (z) =z +A, .
Therefore, for the function f(x)=x on [a,b] we use
(ii) to calculate the sequence [ t„ I . We find that
t„=
—,'[(b+a) (b a}/n ]—,—
for n =2, 3, . . . . We shall need this generality even
though we will now restrict ourselves to the interval [0,1].
Next, choose and fix an integer n ~ 2. It is instructive to
first choose n =3. In the following we describe our pro-
cess.






' and t3+(b a)In-
=t3+(1—0)l3 =—,'. From [0,1] we remove the set ( —,', —,'),
obtaining
Ci =[0,—,']U[—', , 1],
a closed set with total length 1 —3 3.
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Now we look at [0,—,' ] and compute t& (a different t3) to
get
t3 =—,' [—,' ——,' l3]= —,', t3+ (b —a) In = ,'—+,' l—3=
From [0,—,' ] we remove the set ( —,', —,' ), obtaining
[0,—,']U[—,', —,']. Next we work with the other portion of
Ci, [—,', 1]. We compute t3 (yet another t3), getting
t, =-,'[(1+—', }—(1——', )/3]= —,'
and
f&+(b a)ln—= —,'+(1——', )/3= —,' .
Remove ( —,', —,') from [—'„1]to get [—,', —,']U[ —,', —', ]. Finally,
a closed set with total length —,'=(1——,' ) .
One can continue in this way but the pattern is now fa-
miliar. We obtain a sequence C1,C2, C3, . . . , of closed
sets each contained in the one before it and the total
length of Ck is (1——,' )". Finally,
C(3)= fl C, .j=1
As is well known (Ref. 3, pp. 46 and 64) C(3) is closed;
it has a Lebesque measure of zero; it is nowhere dense
(this follows from the first two properties), and it is un-
countable. Furthermore, the fractal Hausdorff dimension
of C(3) is ln2/ln3 (Ref. 4, p. 143 and Ref. 5, p. 359). The
thing to note here, however, is that the process sketched
above can be carried out for any fixed n ~ 2 and for any
function. Briefly, compute t„on [0,1] obtaining
t„=
—,
'(1 —1/n) and remove the set
(t„,t„+(b a) In )=(t„,—t„+1 ln )
from [0,1] to get
C, =[O, t„]U[t„+lln, 1] .
These intervals have equal length for f(x)=x, and
C, (n) is a closed set whose total length is 1 —1/n Next.
compute t„' on [0,t„] getting t„' =—,' (t„t„/n )—
= 1/2 (1—1 ln ) and remove (t„', t„'+ t„ ln ) from [0,t„].
Treating [t„+1 ln, 1] similarly, we obtain four intervals
of equal length whose union we shall call C2(n). Again
C2(n) is a closed set, and its total length is (1—1/n ) .
Continue in this way, finally getting C(n) = fl ". , CJ (n ).
It is easy to see that this is a closed set having a Lebes-
gue measure of zero [because it is contained in C (n) for
each j, and the length of C (n) is (1—1/n .)1, which tends
toward zero as j~ DD ]. The same argument which shows
that C(3) is uncountable can be used to show that C(n)




(Ref. 4, p. 145 and Ref. 5, p. 359). The reader can apply
our process to other functions, obtaining other examples
of fractal sets.
II. EXPERIMENT
There is a famous constant which arises in the applica-
tions of fractal geometry to the study of the human lung
(Ref. 5, pp. 355 and 356). It is the so-called golden mean
or golden section. Suppose that we divide a line segment
into two pieces having length m and p, respectively, with
p (m. Suppose further that (i}
m+p m
m p
If we multiply out and solve the resulting quadratic for m
in terms ofp and then divide by p, we obtain (ii)
m 1+&5
p 2
Now given a continuous function f on [a,b], we have
found a sequence t2, t3, . . . , which we shall call the Levy
set for f, such that (iii)
f (b) —f (a)=n[f(t„+(b a)!n—) f(t„)],—
n=2, 3, . . .
For each fixed n we may apply theorem 2 to f on[t„,t„+(b a}ln] — to obtain a sequence
3 t p such that (iv)
f(t„+(b a)ln —) f(t„)—
=p{f(t„p+(b a)ln—p) f(t„)J,—p=2, 3, . . . .
Combining (iii) and (iv), gives us (v),
f (b) f (a)=np—[f(t„„+(b a)/np) —f(t„p))], —
n yp 2&3y ~ ~ ~ ~
Observe that by (iii) and (iv), we have (vi),
f (b) f (a) —f(t„+(b a)/n )—f(t„)—
f(t„+(b a)/n) f(t„)— f(t„„+(a—b)ln ) f—(t„„)—
for n =2, 3, . . . , in close analogy with (i). We call t„„,
n =2,3, . . . , a second-order Levy set for f. Note that iff is monotonically increasing [i.e., f (x) f (y) when
x ~y], then f (b) f(a) may b—e called the f distance
from a to b.
One can easily compute a second-order Levy set forf (x)=x on [a,b]. We find (vii)
t„„=—,'[(b+a) (b a)ln ],—n—=2, 3, . . . .
If a =0 and b =2R, where R is the Rydberg constant,
then (vii) gives us (viii}
1 1
t =Rnn 2 7n=231 n
which is the Lyman series for the spectral lines of hydro-
gen. Choosing a =R( —1+1/2 ) and b =R (1+1/22)
gives the Balmer series. The other series can be obtained
similarly.
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We do not know what additional significance to give





III. LEVY SETS t„=ln eb
—e'
n (&b a—ln
Here we shall compute the Levy sets for certain tran-
scendental functions. In some cases this is quite easy.
For lnx or e", respectively, on [a,b] we find that
For the functions sinx, cosx, sinhx, and coshx the t„can
be computed by the following technique:
cosh —cosa = I cos[t„+(b —a ) In ]—cost„)n,
cosh —cosa =cost„cos[(b a)—In ]—sint„sin[(b a) /—n ]—cost„
=cost„(cos[(b a)—/n ]—1 I —sint„sin[( b a)—/n ]
=cost„[cos2[(b —a)/2n ]—1 I —sint„sin2[(b a)—/2n ]
=cost„( —2 sin [(b —a ) In ] I —2 sint„sin[( b a) /—2n ] cos[(b —a ) /2n ],
cosh —cosa




2n sin[(b a) I2n ]—
b —a
2n
A similar calculation gives us
t„„=sin cosa
—cosh
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